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The importance of law in development discourse, especially in times of global
crises as captured under Sustainable Development Goal 16 is a critical factor in
establishing and maintaining the rule of law by empowering the most
vulnerable persons and groups in society to exercise their fundamental human
rights against unfettered legal regimes and political leadership.

The nexus between access to justice and the fostering of a healthy business
environment, economic growth, access to public services for the poor including
the curbing of corruption and curtailing the abuse of power is well noted and
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must reflect on discussions in this period of the COVID-19 pandemic. In the era
of crisis, institutions emerge as products of deep thinking and serve the long-
term interest of international peace and development. For instance, the Bretton
Woods institutions comprising the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) were created
after World War II in 1944. In this light, the invitation to these international
bodies to the rescue of developing economies in this unhealthy time of COVID-
19 is, therefore, a legitimate expectation to their rescue. From 1959 to 1991,
multinational development banks which constitute part of the International
Financial Institutions (IFIs) emerged as a result of the difficulties of the
development paradigms of the times and have continued to execute
programmes and projects within such expectations. This paper examines the
role of the World Bank in building the judicial capacities of developing
economies during the COVID-19 pandemic. The essay advocates for support to
establish stronger monitoring and regulatory mechanisms in the application of
allocated funds to ameliorate the sufferings of the masses for whom these
funds are intended to benefit.

In the period of this pandemic, issues that are coming to the fore strongly
include access to justice by the vulnerable in the face of new enactments on
restrictions and controls, financial management and economic policies, debts
cancellations and economic bailouts as well as money laundering. Many
developing countries have qualified and accessed bailout packages from
internal and external sources, including those from the World Bank. There is a
need for a focus on these financial supports and its management by
governments to avoid laundering and mismanagement.

The World Bank as an IFI and its allies have mandates which include
reconstruction and development; economic development; poverty alleviation;
assistance in transition; and support for the balance of payment. The bank has
developed a strategy focusing on the ambitious goals of ending extreme
poverty and promoting shared prosperity among the citizens of member states.

The scope of law and development in economic development discussions
focuses on formal institutions; discussions on how contracts can be enforced;
the protection of property rights; and how the judiciary can be strengthened as
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an independent body and equipped to protect investors and improve economic
growth in developing countries. It is trite that the integration of the rule of law
into development planning has mostly inured to the benefit of the masses. The
reason is that it focuses on the impact of international and domestic legal
arrangements in countries on economic development and social progress. In
the broader context, the rule of law must not just be limited to elements such
as the transparency and accountability of the law, the right to a fair trial,
upholding human rights and judicial independence but should make space for
discussions on how lawyers are involved in advocacy, law reform, drafting of
new legislation, legal education and in providing legal assistance and
representation to the vulnerable in emergency times.  There is, therefore, every
reason for the IFIs’ to reinforce their objective on law and development in such
dispensation by directing sponsorship of activities that strengthen institutions
with oversight responsibilities on the usage of funds advanced to countries to
cushion the plight of their citizens.

The World Bank has over the years in line with its mandates financed projects
on law and developments across the globe at different times.  In the scheme of
its affairs, institutions mandated to execute justice are vital to the achievement
of its goals, such as to alleviate poverty and promote shared prosperity. The
bank’s work on justice focuses on building accessible, efficient and fair justice
institutions that are pivotal to the sustainable reduction of poverty and
increasing shared prosperity. It is estimated that, over the last two and a half
decades, it has worked on justice and development around the globe on about
800 projects. In this sense, the bank adopts a multidisciplinary approach when
dealing with justice and development, leveraging on a wide network of experts,
including judges, lawyers, economists, architects and social scientists, as well
as specialists in the management of justice sector human resources, finance,
infrastructure, data and Information, Communication and Technology.

The four key areas of intervention by the bank in law and development projects
are discussed:

1. Support of justice institutions through targeted interventions that improve
the specialist functions of the justice system, as well as its management,
governance and oversight. This role must inform key decisions on the
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immediate and ultimate interventions purposed for anchoring developing
economies in this critical time. Intervention must not only focus on doling
out fiscal support but on safeguarding the channels of utilisation and
accountability for its usage. In this respect, the support or development of
both the hard and soft dimensions of the law must be pursued by the
bank.

2. Legal empowerment, through the protection and proactive outreach to
women, the poor and marginalised groups to understand and navigate
their legal problems. This essay emphasises that the only way to measure
the impact of any intervention of the role in (1) above is to access how it
 affects  the vulnerable persons and groups of society by holding
governments accountable through an efficient legal regime; hence the call
for the World Bank’s support to focus on law and development in this
crisis. 

3. Justice in sectors through the strengthening of the regulatory frameworks
and institutions of all those sectors critical for the achievement of broader
development objectives. During this period attention on the financial
sector transactions among states actors and the private sector; and its
potential abuses and crime-related matters must not be overlooked.
Support for the development and enhancement of the judicial order must
be an investment worth considering by the bank. Grave issues of political
graft, money laundering and official embezzlement of state resources
emerge as critical issues in the broader development discourse.

4. Development of analytics and diagnostics to inform policy, promote
dialogue among stakeholders and better target reforms. This is a technical
role which seeks attention on nurturing specialisation on aspects of the
law and development dynamics to meet specific targets at a time. I
contend that the specific matter of the COVID-19 pandemic lends itself to
such a focus. To this end, an investment to equip the judiciary to be savvy
in the analytical and diagnostic models of the law would be appropriate.

The rule of law is fundamental to all economic activities and economic
development and must not be lost or suffer any attack for any reason,
especially in the period of this pandemic. Property and contract rights are the
fundamental building blocks of market economies and must be secured as a
necessity even in this crisis and beyond. One benefit for this intervention is that
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a well-established legal milieu for enforcing contracts assures business players
that contracting parties including the states will comply with their obligations to
keep economic activities on a sustainable path.

In conclusion, it is emphasised that in such global quagmire, investors are at
the most critical risk period of their existence and will demand absolute security
from abuses of governments and private crimes before venturing into any
market. Under secured legal environment, such businesses are assured of the
benefits of their efforts in terms of time and cost. So far, the World Bank has
played a major role and given general support to advance law and development
projects in various stakeholder countries. What is recommended is for the bank
to follow up with enhancing and equipping legal structures of developing
countries accessing any fund from it to channel such resources into the right
economic sectors and desist from laundering, misdirecting and misuse of same.
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